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TT No.55: Steve Hardy - Saturday November 11th 2017; 10.15am KO; Old 

Stretfordians v Medlock Rangers; Manchester Saturday Morning League Division 

One; Result: 1-4; Admission: Free; Programme: No; Attendance: 1 (h/c) 

The Manchester Saturday morning league is perfect for those of us who like to do a 

double when visiting the city by train. My plan had been to watch Rochdale U18s 

play Blackpool U 18s at Stalybridge, but when that game was called off during the 

week, and with train tickets already bought, I turned to the MSML for a 

replacement morning fixture. 

Old Stretfordians are a very long-established club, who have played in the 

Lancashire & Cheshire Amateur league for years now. Their team in the MSML is a 

more recent addition though, so it was the number 255-bus from Piccadilly 

Gardens for me as I made my way to Urmston for their match with Medlock 

Rangers. 

They play on playing fields on the Flixton Road in Urmston. The ground address is 

the Old Coach House ground, and I was surprised to find this building is in fact 

their headquarters, where changing rooms and a club house are housed. There are 

at least 4 football pitches laid out on the site, with a small sized pitch being used 

for kiddies training today. 

On the pitch, things are not going so well for the club. They started the game rock 

bottom of the table, and despite a spirited performance today, they were no 

match for visitors Medlock, who won fairly easily. 0-2 at the break, with the first 

being a shot from miles out which sailed over the keeper’s head after 35 minutes. 

Medlock scored twice more in the second half, with the homester’s 90th minute 

goal came from a penalty which the referee awarded more out of sympathy than 

merit, I felt. 

I thoroughly enjoyed this game, as I have most of the others I have seen in this 

wonderful league, and will be back for more. 
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